
The new quantum science of health and healing 

 

The human is made up of energy…the densest and most condensed is the physical body.   

The highest frequency is the spiritual self, and the feeling self and mental self are below this 

frequency. 

Dis-ease starts at the spiritual level of vibration…when something is not aligned with the true 

you it sets up a disturbance in this field.   If this is not dealt with it affects the feeling 

field...moods, etc.   Failing tube dealt with goes to mental level…depression, which 

downloads into body as disease sign or symptom.   To heal we need to find the out of 

integrity…out of alignment in the energy field.   Treating the body at its physical and 

chemical level is not treating the cause. 

. 

 

Einstein proved energy and mass are the same thing at different vibratory 

frequencies…slower appears solid, faster seems etherise.   Energy has two parallel 

existences…wave (possibility and potential) and partial (manifestation of possibility, matter)   

 

 Our body is energy.   We exist in these two states all the time…wave potential and partial 

manifestation.   Our beliefs, and the thoughts we pay attention to collapse the wave into 

material.   We unconsciously choose everything including to be sick. 

The body is patterns of energy.   Each organ resonates at its own frequency and together they 

form a harmonic chord.   Vibrations create light, heat and sound and thought.   The frequency 

of the vibration dictates what it becomes.   So where are these vibrations when they are not 

manifesting in your body…possibility or potential.   We unconsciously choose to collapse the 

wave into a particular matter by our attention on them.   This creates a standing interference 

pattern slowing the vibes down sufficiently for out 5 sense scanner to perceive them as 

substance. 

Disease has to be collapsed down into the body…it can’t get there on its own.   All mental 

and emotional problems starts as low frequency thought forms being paid attention to. 

How do we change our point of focus?    

Like an old film or a cartoon, when slowed down, there is an obvious gap between each 

frame.   When at normal speed we don’t see the gap but its there.   We have a choice between 

every frame to change the next picture.   It’s only a matter of being willing to change it. 

Once the disharmony is present, it creates stress and deficiencies in our physical system.    

This predisposes us to nutritional deficiencies, allergies, accumulation of toxins, infections 

etc which are all part of the continuing process of materialization of unconscious disharmony.   

All of these areas of our system need to be addressed to start to undo the layers of 

incoherence and facilitate our return to natural, happy and vibrant health. 

 

Our body changes every cell every day.   New liver every 8 weeks, new intestine every 24 

hours etc. so what keeps us sick if the body is being renewed every day?   The instructions it 

is being given by our DNA.   DNA is not set, it responds to the environment inside your 

body, which is responding to the environment outside your body, and your perceptions of life 

in general.   These created and dictate the resonating frequencies of your internal 

environment and your DNA.   DNA instructs each cell to perform certain functions, grow, die 

etc. 

DNA, and as a result our health, has endless possibilities…it condenses the wave function 

into matter in our body.   It is a transducer of energy.   It steps energy down into matter. 

multiple possibilities 



The possibilities which unfold are determined by our perception.   DNA changes in relation 

to energy in the perceived environment 
 

What does this mean to health? 

1 we don’t have to get diseases as they are just energy 

2 we can change that energy by changing perception NOW 

3 We don’t have to get the genetic disease we inherited 

4 range of possibilities for the body not set…depend on perception…we can evolve if we 

change perception 

 

  If we change direction by only one degree today…and keep going on that path…we have 

made a huge shift in a month and a mega shift in a year. 

Our body is only temporary at any moment.   It is an occulting range of possibilities and we 

choose which one to collapse into material body…unconsciously.   We have to become 

conscious of wheat we are paying attention to and choose to change it. 

Like words on a paper…we give the words meaning.   We should focus not on the words, but 

on the paper which gave contrast to the words and gave them life.   The paper is like the 

realm of possibilities…the quantum field of antimatter.   Instead of seeing words on the page, 

see the page blank and create your own words from the antimatter.   If you get stuck in 

emotion about what the words mean, smile and realise they are only words. 

 

 

Healing is like focussing on that clear space.  In our parallel self there already is a healed and 

whole you just waiting to be called in. or tuned in to.   To achieve it we need to see what is in 

the way causing resistance to your naturally well state.   What is creating resistance to your 

flow of life? 
 


